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Northwest Fire District Embraces 
Apps to Better Prepare for 
Emergencies 
In the arid desert landscape of southern Arizona, where urban 
communities border wildlands, emergency preparedness is taking on a 
new urgency. Current fires in Australia, and the number of homes lost in 
recent California wildfire seasons, can’t help but remind firefighters and 
homeowners about the potential for catastrophic damages.  
Firefighters at the Northwest Fire District (NWFD) in Tucson, Arizona, work to 
prevent fires and keep their community and its firefighters safe by inspecting 
hydrants and performing pre-incident planning. In addition, the NWFD team 
runs outreach programs and business inspections to help avoid injuries 
when fires do break out. To save lives and property when fire strikes, NWFD 
ensures firefighters can locate the closest hydrant, be certain it works, and 
determine whether hazardous materials are stored in the involved structure 
or any nearby buildings.  

The NWFD team recently created mobile field apps, using a geographic 
information system (GIS), to speed its inspection process and data 
collection—achieving a new level of hydrant inspection efficiency.  

NWFD has delivered a direct monetary benefit for the community from its 
improved preparedness. Insurance companies review many safety-related 
parameters when setting rates, including measurements of functional water 
supply, including hydrants. NWFD was given the highest classification 
possible in their most recent insurance evaluation, driving down the fire 
insurance rates—saving money for everyone in the district.  

“The evolution from a paper-based system to field apps has been very well 
received,” said Jim Long, senior GIS analyst at NWFD. “Going digital means 
firefighters can easily collect, upload, and view field data on their mobile 
devices.” 

Creating Confidence in Hydrants 
NWFD’s 11 fire stations serve a growing community of more than 110,000 
people within a territory that spans more than 150 arid square miles. With 
very little surface water available, firefighters rely heavily on the operational 
status of every hydrant. They need to know the hydrant they will be using on 
scene is fully functional. 

Now that NWFD has deployed mobile apps, every user can see the 
operational status of nearly 10,000 hydrants in real time. 
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Key Takeaways 

Firefighters access apps instead 
of paper forms to quickly track 
hydrant inspections. 

Prototype pre-incident planning 
app tests enhanced awareness 
prior to entering a burning 
building. 

Smart maps and mobile apps 
have been tested to improve the 
maintenance of facilities. 

 



 

“Our force can quickly and easily pinpoint the exact location of hydrants, 
verify they are fully functional, and identify the water companies responsible 
for each hydrant if they aren’t working,” Long said.  

Firefighters inspect every hydrant in their region every year and record the 
operational status. In the past, they used paper forms and maps that 
resulted in more than 800 pages of handwritten notes held in large binders 
that firefighters carried around in their trucks during inspection season. 
Critical information on each hydrant was hard to update and was often 
inaccurate and inconsistent from truck to truck.  

Using apps, the NWFD team was able to inspect and upload the real-time 
status of 4,000 hydrants in just 60 days—a workflow that makes hydrants 
more reliable and inspections transparent. “Seeing which hydrants are in 
what stage of inspection or repair on smart maps is huge because it allows 
us to track the progress in real time,” said Tom Krinke, firefighter and 
paramedic with NWFD. 

Making Infrastructure Inspections Digital 
Success with the hydrant app spurred the team to create and try purpose-
built applications for additional preparedness tasks. A recent pilot test 
focused on pre-incident planning and risk assessment workflows, testing a 
mobile field app called the Pre-incident Plan Locator developed with Esri’s 
assistance. 

During the test, firefighters used the app to tailor surveys built to record the 
multi-hazard and integrated risk assessment workflows that are currently 
manual and paper based. The app recorded details about buildings, beyond 
the basic floor plans that get updated on an annual basis to produce hard 
copy maps. 

As firefighters walk through a building inspection, they can pinpoint and 
mark physical assets in the app, such as the location of electric, gas, and 
water shutoffs; stairwells; elevators; or the alarm control panel. They can 
also assign a risk assessment score to each address. Structures are then 
color-coded on smart maps, providing an instant visual capture of the risk 
level, which firefighters can quickly reference in route to a fire. 

With the app, if the structure is coded for higher risk, firefighters would be 
able to drill into more detailed data about the exact location of hazards 
before running into a building. The app is currently being evaluated for its 
potential to allow for such outcomes as safer navigation through a structure 
when smoke is heavy and visibility is low.  

The prototype app could aid with such practical decisions as where to park 
the fire truck as it illuminates an 800-foot radius around a fire that 
corresponds to the length of the hoses on every truck. It also identifies viable 
hydrants for the incident. 



 

In the dry region of the US Southwest, NWFD firefighters will continue to 
battle blazes, protecting people and property using every advantage they can 
muster—including technology. The team’s recent creative use of apps and 
smart maps have the potential to further improve preparedness. 

“It’s a matter of time before we take this pre-incident plan system to the next 
level, because fire captains only have 60 seconds to get all the information 
they need before each response,” Long said.  

Creating an App for Everything 
The passion to create and deploy mobile apps has gained momentum 
throughout Northwest Fire District (NWFD) for tasks once tackled by other 
systems and workflows. 

Once the NWFD team realized the wealth of benefits apps provide firefighters 
in the field, it infused the technology into the firehouses. This has improved 
daily life and work inside and outside the firehouses. 

“We’ve created a new conceptual map-based Facilities Repair Request system 
that we’re piloting in one station to track the repair status of all assets, such 
as refrigerators, dishwashers, coffee pots, and the other stuff inside our 
facilities,” said Jim Long, senior GIS analyst at NWFD. “If something breaks, 
the app lets our firefighters record the problem, which creates a task for our 
maintenance personnel to fix it.” 

The system is built using a suite of mobile software from Esri that includes 
Survey123 for ArcGIS with its simple form-centric data gathering tools, 
Collector for ArcGIS for field data collection, and Workforce for ArcGIS that 
coordinates work management assignments. 

Having all the information about each asset in the system, such as 
manufacturer and serial numbers, saves time for the maintenance team. The 
app also provides a central system to track the types of repairs across the 
district and the maintenance cost per facility or shift. 

The eagerness to create more purpose-built apps extends beyond work for 
some users. 

“Just for fun, I’ve used it for home renovation work and, currently, we use it 
for our grocery shopping,” said Tom Krinke, firefighter and paramedic with 
NWFD. “I created an app with my personal account that allows my kids to 
simply touch a button when we run out of something, and it creates an open 
task for me. Anytime I’m near the grocery store, it alerts me and tells me 
what I need to get.” 

 

Learn more about how Esri supports Fire, Rescue, 
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